The virtue of experience by Gary Bate
Everything amounts to an experience and that is the only thing that can be considered to be real.
The World is illusionary but it is still an experience and that's what's real.
So to be real it's important that you see everything as merely an experience.
This World has a relationship to a higher frequency in visible light. The World is the physical
manifestation of the image in Light. It's kind of a mirror World. The chaos and tyranny going on
here finds its source (cause) in the Light.
Trapped souls here are trapped because of the indoctrination they are sent here with. The engineers
in the Light are engineering the circumstances on this planet. The moves for sustainability here are
really the moves to secure the sustainability of the angels in the Light.
There are benevolent, loving angels, but they are not in the Light; they are beyond it in ultraviolet.
At times we've all been lost in this drama. When I was young I was completely ignorant. Thank
God I always had an inquisitive mind!
We have to understand our descent here to understand our way home. We did descend from
ultraviolet (where we were neither and both sexes). We did firstly go to the Light before coming
here, because here was born from the Light and thus here holds its image in the Light.
So there we were – experiencers viewing the next experience. We descended for the experience of it
but some weren't brave enough to do that. They became the 'Lords of the Light'. The rest is history.
The brave new World is not the one being created to guarantee the sustainability of the cowards in
the Light, which is being ushered in by their minions here. No, no. The BRAVE NEW world is the
waking up of the trapped Souls (you & I) and putting a stop to the crimes against humanity.
We are living in the most exciting times on planet Earth. This is the time when the truth comes out
of the shadows. We are not bastards of the universe, like the Church would have us believe! The
bastards of the universe are the cowards in the Light and their minions here!!
It doesn't matter whether you live or die because if you've made up your mind that there's only one
option; then you're going to die again anyway. What matters is that you know the truth about what's
really going on, on this planet.
The Light is a trap. It's a recycling factory. Its purpose is to sustain its so-called 'Lords'. Even the
Bible talks about these dudes. It doesn't matter what they look like – reptilian or otherwise. All is
merely states of consciousness and they are a crippled consciousness...
Be aware, be smart, know the truth and free yourself from an entrapment that's been going on for
eons. You will not meet Jesus or your deity in Heaven; that's the indoctrination at work here. Nor
will you meet your departed loved ones in the Light for an emotional reunion, as they're probably
your grandchildren now. Please do get your head around this.
I am the same as you. I am in this incessant trap too. But I'm dam sure they're not going to get me
this time around. They can pin me down or knock me out and inject me, but they will never take
this superconscious mind! I'm going to deal with the so-called 'Lords' one way or another and I
suggest you make sure your friends are aware of what I've written here ~ Gary Bate of whatstress.

